Greetings to all our people and Comrades.

*("Beta" has nothing to do with the socioeconomic "Alpha-Beta" grading of the Jews, based on bizarre experiments they conducted. It's purely based on a discreet grading of showing one's internal disposition to accept or reject jewish "Morality" and enslavement).

Satan is not a bringer of weakness, meekness, stupidity and failure. While these things are human and accepted, irrespectively of everyone's present level, one must advance and become better. One must keep becoming, and their "Rise" must not stop when they are at the "height" of their "physical" maturity or anywhere else. It's a throughout process within lifetimes and this is the meaning behind everything and what we do.

Thanks to Satan, Humans do have advanced genes (and metagenetic factors) who allow them reincarnation. This way the Human being is not really lost, but they continue existing. Unfortunately, Satan wanted to finish His Work and grant immortality to Humanity, so that we can finally really advance, but war broke out due to the enemy not wanting us to advance and become better as entities.

This reeks for the enemy in all levels. The enemy is such a psychopath, that doesn't even want people to have sex or enjoy the simplest things in life. Real problems begin when people, in any case, start to become powerful and advance. There is opposition and setbacks both set by others, and one's self. As I have said in the past, this is not always the enemy, as the enemy "cannot" do this, but what they can is like a parasite, program the mind of the host, to do this to themselves. This is largely how their parasitic magick works and it mirrors their existence and general work upon humanity.

Xianity and the related jewish programs, were adjusted in that way to allow and promote the survival of the meek, stupid, unintelligent people and generally, civilization hazards. Not only this, but disease, mental weakness, lies, murder and everything else is straight up promoted by these programs. Christianity and the related jewish programs injected war into the daily life, in an attempt to "Rebuke Satan" and technically, make all human beings give out their life, make beings open to jewish lordship and parasitism, and destroy the human soul. Christianity is what preaches that the human soul is corrupt, people are corrupt
and everything is corrupt. To make sure "this becomes True", the enemy forms the necessary conditions for this corruption to take place.

On one hand, they tolerate it and promote is as they *ARE* corruption and criminality, on the other hand, they give fake unrealistic soap sugar hopes on how "Things will get better". So, people swing back and forth and there is never an actual solution. These programs reek evil.

The natural habitat of the jewish virus is a place of where criminality is law, civilization is a jungle, and evil is the rule. So, they make the world a good natural habitat so they can thrive. All others however cannot survive this process.

By promoting inferiority as a virtue, stupidity as intelligence, being poor as being "rich" and all these inverted values, the enemy made an inverted society. So now we have all the corrupted, disgusting and servile slaves, ruling over the stronger, more intelligent and more capable. The jews had to degenerate everyone else below the level of complete retardation, and this largely ties in to reduce the power, intelligence and capability of the human livestock, or promote stupidity as intelligence, so that the "Intelligent" become stupid. Humanity suffers both from the "all knowing intelligent" as it suffers equally from the damned and the stupid.

Xianity promotes values of slavery, a slaver mentality, the need to serve the jews. This bleeds into civilizations and all the relationships between man and woman, family, mother and child, neighbors, people and state. It bleeds everywhere. This has largely got to do with the subconscious mind. From these jewish programs, civilization has been wrecked. No civilization except of Nazi Germany (Even Nazi Germany wasn't fully recovered as it was attacked fast) did make it outside of this jewish matrix.

This also ties into the metaphysical reality the jews want to impose upon humanity. This damages the Soul and this psychopathology and torture (because the jews also do all sorts of terrorism and physical torture to people, such as worry, endless anxiety, fear, terror etc.) are carried from lifetime into lifetime, and bleed all over the Soul, while destroying it slowly. So, the persons afflicted by this malignant disease, are becoming accustomed to it, and they keep reincarnating, while spreading it. This is why one sees devout xians and many other filthy garbagers here, and why they can never leave "The Christ" or typically, the slaver jew, no matter the evidence that is presented to them. The Soul has been completely worn out are this point.

In plain terms, everyone is made neurotic, pathetic, and dumb, as it's natural for human beings to seek to become better and advance themselves. People are broken down, separated and alone. When they are "together", they are only
together to form disasters and cause problems to one another, and this is especially true to "parties", "unities" or "religions" that are of the enemy jews.

Unless people are jewish sociopaths or souls beyond fixing, they don't resort to any "evil" things, unless there is some force that they can't really shake off. For instance, one is diseased, and they spread this disease. If one wasn't sick or there was a cure, there would be no problem. The "medicine" or "Symptom suppression" does not solve the problem, any more than a painkiller doesn't solve the reason of pain. This is what the jews do to humanity, they provide lies and painkillers until the disease of theirs has eaten deep enough to destroy us.

Another paradigm, one is poor, so they have to murder to eat. One has no ability to work, so they turn to usury or crime instead. Contrary to jewish belief that "It it what it is" and that "God (a kike in the clouds) JHVH made it that way", Satan disagrees. Evil is caused by weakness and by certain external conditions, that if we had a Satanic Rulership, it wouldn't exist. For the psychopaths, murderers and the insane, that's a terminal and health thing and here we just point out of normal cases, as this can also happen. What matters is the majority.

Humanity can go past this, but the jews DO NOT want us to go to our collective destiny- as this will immediately ask for their blotting out and for many "changes" within the constitution of the parasites and crapsters that nowadays, keep humanity back. Humanity was just fine before their emergence. People were advancing at their pace, and nothing was mixed into a deadly brew. Things were left on nature to advance and people largely, as paradoxical as it may seem to us today (thanks to jewish programming) were fine with it. So, these sorry pieces of life do everything they can to keep us as far behind as possible, and for as much as possible, until they can launch technological enslavement and turn this into Orwell's 1984, officially turning Humanity into GOYIM SLAVES.

So, the jews always promote the Rise of the Beta and the Slave. Slaves are characterized by being robotic, serving without thinking, accepting all sorts of torture and injustice, inability to do anything, even retardation, stupidity and being servile. It's to the jewish benefit after all, that these values and humans are promoted. Humanity doesn't go towards life right now; it goes towards collective doom and death. The Betas and Slaves (irrespectively of gender) are the first to give in, and to sell out to the jews. The jews see their heads as the ladder of ascension and they are right. They press on their head for a quick buck, and they achieve their purposes.

Imagine if you were a cattle owner, would you want cattle that are too intelligent or too powerful, or cattle that can destroy the stable from which you parasitize them and make your own "Blissful" existence? Because the jews see Human
beings as cattle, this explanation here is all that is needed. They enforce the breeding of the lowest and most stupid cattle, promoting sickness and weakness in every chance they get, and demoralization and terrorism on everyone. That way, the cattle will never figure out they are cattle, and everyone is kept blind and exploited.

For instance, the jews indirectly promote all sorts of murder, downfall and weakness all over the world. Sickness. This is done by making sure the sick individuals survive. Weakness breeds evil. If one is very weak, they are very weak and they want to drag others down in weakness. Weakness like strength is also contagious. The jew laughs to see the Goyim go downwards a spiral of death. The "Beta" males, or Gamma, or Delta, or even Omega, are now LARGELY (not entirely of course) in politics, business, religions and everywhere else. By this inferior garbage that is put on these positions, the idolization and glamorization of Beta, is everywhere. People strive to become Beta, and retarded. This is why our "Idols" today are not Adolf Hitler or Tesla, but (((Jonas Brothers))) and (((Miley Cyrus))).

This sets the baseline too low, and given in these mixed and beta civilizations the enemy has created, the standards of intelligence, bravery and strength are ever lower, the paradoxical and unnatural happens: The Great Men *CANNOT* survive and they *CANNOT* make a difference. Original thinkers, people who are better than others, people who can give more to civilization, are blotted out as if they were a disease. Untalented yids, cancerous jews, people that are retards, beta and born to be jewish cuckolds and slaves, are promoted and forced in the front. The enemy also does this racially, as destroying the races and promoting the lesser elements of each Race, getting them to the top, or people from other Races within one's Race or civilization, to wreck and demoralize mentally the "Goyim" that wake up to certain Truths.

This is how "Natural Law" has been inverted. The jews who are the bottom of existence, as rats, do enjoy the creativity of the Whites, the inductiveness of the Asians, and the exploitation of the Black Land, all at their feet. They are sitting as if a stinky rat sits into a villa, or a courthouse, or an industry, under their guise.

Weakness also breeds moral weakness. The jews destroyed morality in everyone else and hijacked this with false jewish morality, in order to dumb them down and weaken them. Morality can be a source of strength if morals are real, but in this case, all "morality" is just false and breeds greed, weakness, makes one servile, cunning. "Reactions" are also controlled from all sides. Where there is moral and spiritual weakness, the enemy can invade, bribe and conquer. The first part of destroying White or Gentile Morality, began with the systematic production of the program of Judeo-Christianity.
As Whites degenerated from admixture and accepting the lesser elements within their midst (above all their own lesser elements) they were taken over by these easily deceived, retarded Betas, who are open and susceptible to the influences of the yiddish underdogs. Slowly this reeked over in an interbreeding process, and this is why very few politicians or figures are now non-jewish. Thousands of years ago the jews had problems with physical power, but they surpassed it as now they hide behind offices, oval tables, castles, governments, and everywhere else.

There is though one kind of power that they cannot entirely muster, and this is why they hate this. This is the Spiritual Power. Spiritual power is the root of all that is, begins, exists and will exist. It's the cause before all the causes on the physical realm. Accordingly, the jews attempted to remove this by removing spiritual knowledge. This would make them undisputed lords and masters in this place. This also creates the necessary false morality, makes one able to be lied to, and through weak morality and weakness, the ever-weaker jew can pretend of strength and boss around the inferior, who are actually their protectors and builders.

This war is a war of demoralization, promotion of weakness, and it's generally, a spiritual war. The jew incarnate is actually the manifestation of a weakening influence for all Of Humanity, if anything else. They are an anti-thesis to the evolution and perfection of Humanity.

Adolf Hitler was well received by all of Humanity, in his time and now, as the anti-thesis and the revelation that Humanity needed in order to realize its mortal and bleeding wound. No wonder, the enemy attacked this real Master and Leader of Humanity. Adolf Hitler taught Humanity something fundamental. There are no limits for people that want to advance, become better, and the "Impossible" is well within reach if Humanity only so decides. Hitler reminded Humanity that Humanity can become GOD. That humanity can be peaceful, brave and not war-like (the jews started war on Hitler, not the other way), and that it can break its cage and return to natural order, which ensures peace, order and advancement from everyone.

Advancement solves all sorts of problems, riddles and milestones Humanity could possibly face. Everything would be possible with a healthy, co-operating and well-placed Humanity. The enemy prevents this, and prevents everyone from realizing that *WE* are *GOD*, and not some sort of jew hanging on the clouds. The hiding of this realization is the most major purpose in the jewish agenda.
The evil in the world is what keeps us back from this important Soul/Individual, Racial/Special and Existential/Common advancing. So, you now *KNOW* what the evil is, and why it's here.
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